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from the blue black cold of morning sky,
black pines disengaging from blue ice,
for imperfection is the language of art.
Robert Lowell
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Cover:
This issue marks the sixtieth anniversary o/Hika. To commemorate the
occasion, vie have reprinted twelve covers of past issues. From left to
right, they are:
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Winter 1980; Winter 1984; Winter 1985; Fall 1986; Spring 1988.
Covers were photographed by Matthew Riggs.
The watercol or by Carisa Miller on the cover of the Fall 1994 Hika was
photographed by Thomas Vasbinder

John C. Neff

Statement of Purpose

T

he first issue of Hika was published sixty years ago in March of
1935. This is an editorial written by John C. Neff, Hika's
founding editor, describing the goals of the magazine.

Kenyon has emerged from the Depression. During the past year
there has been a definite strengthening and expansion of organiza
tion, as witness the new curriculum, the School of Aeronautics,
and the School of Equitation;...and there has been a re-awakening
of activities, as evidenced by the revival of the Dramatic Club,...
the recent success of the Kenyon Singers, and of the now well
known Polo Team. As a result of this new life on the Hill, the
college has won considerable favorable publicity. New fields have
been opened to Kenyon people, fields which promise to produce
happy harvests.
The HIKA, which represents the efforts of several Kenyon
undergraduates and which exists for the benefits of all Kenyon,
wishes to be a part of this general reawakening. The editors, who
receive absolutely nothing for their work but whatever good-will
the reader may offer, are interested solely in the promotion of the
welfare of Kenyon.
The policy of the magazine is controlled by one important
purpose. That purpose is to represent the best that Kenyon men
think and say, to be a means for more elaborate and throughout
consideration of Kenyon opinions. HIKA will support whatever it
considers best for the welfare of the college and will encourage all
intellectual activities at Kenyon. Whether they be constructive
criticism of educational policies and student activities, or creations
in the realm of fiction, poetry, and the essay, any manuscripts
submitted by alumni, faculty members, or students will be apprecia
tively considered for publication.
The standard set by the HIKA will not be realized in this first
issue, but a challenge has been made and a goal set. That goal
cannot possibly be reached without the support of the reader. In
view of the fact that an effort and a beginning have been made,
that support is rightly warranted.
The editors at this time wish to thank formally all those who in
any way have supported them thus far, and to welcome both
criticism and contributions.
1

Jennifer Fisher

Aile and Chan

M

y friend Aile lives in Brazil as of last Christmas, in the
Amazonian rainforest. In high school I could have told
you she would be there, passionately studying soil or trees,
or whatever scientists do in rainforests. I saw her in her scientist
getup in New England, where she was last year; goggles, a big soil
analyzer on her back with tubes and dials and so on. Aile was my
best friend in tenth grade and the pale, strange cousin I saw once
or twice before that. In ninth grade I prayed all the time for a best
friend who could understand me and in tenth grade her family
came back from the Gambia and moved into the stone house our
great grandfather built, and Aile came across the state to my town
to live in the dormitory and we whispered and played together in
triumphant delight.
I remember once we dressed up in her Gambian robe things,
folded a certain way over your face and then down over your body,
tight at the ankles, and went to the mall. We spoke gibberish and
told people who asked that we were from Guinea-Bissau, even
though my brown eyes were our only dubious ticket to anything
other than our obvious Caucasian ancestry. One woman actually
did believe us. She told us she had a friend in Nigeria. She was
trying hard to be important and knowledgeable and it pained us
both. But the best thing was running in the robes to catch the bus.
My earring fell out and we were laughing so hard it made the bus
driver sour-lipped.
Aile loves it in Brazil. She tells me all about the snacktrees
of odd fruit and the vistas she soaks in while she waits for gas
samples to collect in her soil syringe—I imagine the calibrated
syringe stuck in the ground and Aile with the spaceman box on her
back looking out on a scene from The Emerald Forest or The
Mission. Her face looks smugly radiant. She told me excitedly in her
last letter that she'd actually heard a toucan, or maybe it's macaws
that are rare and exciting. When she lists the species I just get an
impression of color and sound and teeming life and leave it at that.
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It's always like that with us. She can keep the aunts and uncles and
cousins straight in her mind, and fix her old Renault every time it
stutters. Before she left for Brazil I visited her in New England and
we went out for a drive on the Cape, to see where she worked two
summers ago, and then to hear me sing. She was dressed up for that
in a flowing skirt, lipstick, and canvas work boots. And when the
cam-shaft, or whatever, I'm making that up because I don't
remember what it was, started bonk-bonking, she hopped out, slid
herself under the car, and worked the wrench until it was alright.
And I just looked at her sideways boots and skirt sticking out under
the driver's side and almost cried. Can you understand that? Brazil
is far away.
I doubt I would be happy in Brazil, although just because I've
never had frogs drop into my hammock and lizards running around
underneath doesn't mean I couldn't get used to it. Aile loves
animals. I used to be very suspicious of this making-a-fuss-of-cats
bit, back in our last year of high school, when we were suddenly
not even friends at all. When she became a vegetarian without
telling me I was sure it was pretention and I wouldn't even talk
about it. It annoyed me when people made a fuss about it—I
thought that was just what she wanted. But I remember seeing Aile
shut her eyes during a Biology exam once when the parakeet kept
screeching and bothering everyone, and I knew she was talking to
it. I listened to see if it shut up, and it did, for a minute.
Aile says that when she had fever and fell into the hammock a
couple of weeks ago, a bat circled slowly around her head and
fanned the stale oppressive air into coolness. Her husband, who
makes films in New York, scoffs at this. I called to wish him a
happy birthday yesterday and he said something about the halluci
nations of the feverish.
"But, Chan," I said "the animals are her friends!"
Everyone who knows her indulges in Aile hagiography, or else
they bitterly resent her.
"I don't believe that bit about the anteater bringing her her
slippers either," he said. As if Aile would own slippers when socks
do as well. That was a Chan joke, by the way, in case I'm talking
this girl up so much you think she already trained an anteater.
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But the story I keep meaning to tell you is about how Aile
can't talk to Chan from Brazil, which is really the story of my awful
sympathy (projection) over their quandary of separation, which I
feel so keenly because of her persistent, stoic anguish over it and
imagine so clearly because of my own separation from her. They
knew they'd never be in the same city when they decided to get
married, but everyone worries about it, especially the older genera
tions of our family, mosdy because he's not Mennonite, or even
anything, except worldly cosmopolitan, which might be worse than
some false religion. Her mother having set a precedent by marrying
a Scandinavian, this might just pull Aile right out of the fold. Ha
ha. But I worry about them, too.
I'm not going to tell you whether I worry about "other
people," because neither of them are that way, and I don't trust you
not to get an indelicate impression. I just worry because it's so
unorthodox, and I wonder if it's not like marriage is, what is it
then? But they defy the categories. Aile always has, and now I
know it's not pretention. So they married, on their terms, and he
works on his films wherever they take him, and she saves the earth,
wherever it takes her, and it's not because they aren't in love or
casual that they aren't together. But Brazil is too far, the farthest
they've been.
Last week, after work, Aile and Dominic drove along the rutted
red road through the jungle and past the huge sawmills, like
factories from The Lorax, into town. Dominic went to buy some
flux capacitors (I'm just calling them that because I don't know
what he went to buy, and it's not important. Except that that's
probably wrong. It was probably soy meal, since Guada is not a
large town, not one where they would buy their scientific equip
ment) and Aile began walking into every public building, even
though it was almost closing time and many stores were already
dark, to beg a phone. Pasha, an Indian merchant, let Aile behind
the splintered wooden counter littered with raw salvaged bolts of
cotton print, scissors, tape, Coca-cola bottles, newspapers, and
picked up the black receiver proudly. Proud to be helping a
beautiful young lady in his shop. But when Pasha found out that
the call was long distance to the U.S.A., he set down the receiver
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and blocked the phone with his wide body. He seemed to be
listening to what she said about calling cards, but Aile could tell he
and his wide body had decided.
So she went to the dentist's office. Dr. Otalora's secretary,
after back-room consultation, brought out the dentist, a small man
with wisped black hair tufting his sweating scalp. Dr. Otalora was
dubious about the calling card, but consented to let Aile try to use
it, through the operator. He had the secretary call the operator and
explain that no charges were to accrue to his number. Then Aile
talked to the operator. The operator did not know anything about
calling cards. Aile's Portuguese wore thin explaining. The operator
found her another operator. The secretary hovered uncertainly.
This operator had heard of calling cards but didn't believe in them.
Aile asked to be transferred to another telephone company. The
secretary left the room. After a long time another operator from
the same company came on the line and Aile had to start over, but
this time the transfer to another company was accomplished
quickly. Aile was reciting her number when the dentist tapped her
on the elbow apologetically. Transfer to another company cost him.
Aile said she would pay the money in cash. The dentist said he did
not know how much it would cost, but he subsided. The operator
had disconnected. Aile gave the dentist a great deal of cash, feeling
sick.
Aile was out of time; she went to wait for Dominic. (1 see her
squatting dully on the cooling sidewalk, knees poked up together.)
They drove to a friend of Dominic's, but no one was home; the
house was dark and the frogs were trilling up a minor scale in
spooky unison. They drove a long way in the other direction,
longer because of a wrong turn, to another friend's. This woman
was not a close friend, and Aile's painful sensitivity to obliging
anyone was stung to a height Dominic explained about the card.
The woman had offered them seats, but her smile was now
strained. She led the way to the phone in a dark hallway. Aile tried
to handle the operators more efficiently, and she knew which
phrases to say now. The phone rang in Chan's Brooklyn warehouse
apartment. Not one of the resident struggling artists or sponging
addicts was there. Maybe Pirn was; she sleeps all day. Who knows,
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but if so, she was too coked up to answer; the answering machine
took it. But the answering machine was full, and it cut Aile off
before she could launch into her Swahili message—they speak in
code that way, having met in Swahili class. A sweet courtship
tongue, I always think. She hung up slowly.
Aile and Dominic got back late to the base and Aile lay down
in her hammock to try to sleep, since it was to be a twelve hour
day, early. I can see her curled in her hammock quietly. Aile is
not melodramatic like I am. I don't mind wigging out, as they say,
occasionally. One spring night during our jaunting around all the'
time, Aile almost had her ear ripped off by a nail when she fell at
a construction site, so you could see all the tissue layers, and she
didn't cry, she just got quiet and "felt faint". This is how 1 picture
her lying there in her hammock, figuratively applying direct
pressure to her heart. The door opened and little Mariela looked
in. The candle in the other room silhouetted her small form, her
round head and the soft curve of her bobbed hair. Aile felt
irritated, she says, thinking that Mariela would demand to play as
she always did. Aile plays with children, and enjoys it, and then
they are boisterously glued—I've seen it happen many times—and
she can't shake them.
But Mariela just came into the room and hunkered by the
hammock, cupping her chin in her fists and looking into Aile's
face for a long time. Then she patted Aile on the elbow and said,
"It's okay," and left, closing the door. I see one tear separate itself
from the gnawing knot of useless frustration then. A bat flickers,
outlined in the dark blue square of the window for a moment, and
in the sawing noises of the frogs, Aile consciously makes a drowsy
space inside, away from the knot, for the imperative of rest. Her
eyes close, she is asleep.
But her slumbering face is not radiantly beautiful, as it can be.
The room is utterly dark, but I can see her drawn brow and downturned mouth, cashed out, slack in sleep, unjustly haggard, and I
could cry. Can you understand that? Brazil is just so damn far,
even for the earth.
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Kayte Brauer

At a Meeting for the Cancer Survivors'
Support Group
When I see you I don't see all of you but the little things,
the movements ofliving that almost trick me into believing
you really were here this morning only I know you weren't.
Like how when you used to lie down beside me the gravity of it
would pull your healthy breasts flat against your ribcage,
nipples like water-lilies floating to the surface to grace
your t-shirt with the tiny rise of their untiring presence.
That same gravity would pull your face in funny directions,
work the edge of your lower lip into something like a frown
only you are never really all that sad when I think of you,
even when I think of you in that sterile room at St. Claire's
where they had you stretched out and breathing through a tube.
They took away your left breast but even that was not enough.
The cancer stretched itself further, reached its way into bone
and your bloodstream, ate you from within. The thing that kills
me now is that no matter how hard 1 concentrate I can't even
remember your voice. I can still hear the kid who sold me
a paper today for fitty cent, but your voice is gone, and even
after all this I don't know what took you. It wasn't until
I heard my own voice utter your name in a room full of names
and voices that your disease made itself known, washed
over everything I ever thought I did remember of you, burst
through the weight that held it down these past four months.
That's when I could feel that same sickness rise in my chest
and standing was all I could do to keep from falling down.
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Kayte Brauer

'69 Chevelle
This morning I ran across
another of your
ex-girlfriends.
She told me you still
lived in town,
that you worked at the Union 76
pumping gas.
Even now, six years later,
this is what I remember:
you, sitting on the hood
of your beat up blue Chevelle, crying.
You were sixteen.
Your father had just died.
What I remember best I suppose
are not the words we spoke
so much as the way the wind
blew the blonde hair
into your eyes.
I saw for the first ti me
your eyelashes
were gold at the tips.
I had not noticed before.
I asked the woman
(I'd forgotten her name)
if you still drove
that old car you had,
the one that always broke down.
She said no.
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Spencer Parsons

The Devil, You Say
Camera cracks briefly along a somewhat populated stretch of road
in a small, rural neighborhood. There is music from a boom box.
Perhaps it is "Life During Wartime" by Talking Heads. Kids play.
Guys sit on a porch drinking beer. Perhaps someone mows a lawn.
Somewhere, somebody hashes over a wild conspiracy theory. We
see Ubiquitous Man for the first time. The Girl exits a house and
walks along street. Camera follows her. The Boy jumps out from
behind a bush or tree. He joins her. *Note* all of what follows
should be seen in one long take.
Boy
Hey, Rachel, what's up?
Girl
Not much. What's up with you?
Boy
(somewhat taken aback) Not much. Except...
Girl
Except what?
Boy
(whispered) Except your name isn't Rachel, is it...?
Girl
I was going to mention that...
Sssshhh!

Boy

Girl
(whispered) But I thought I'd play along. Why are we whispering?
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Boy
(whispered) We don't want them to hear.
(whispered) Oh, right. Them.
Sssshhhh!

Sshh! yourself.

Just act natural.

Girl

Boy

Girl

Boy

Girl
Okay. Whatever that means, (pause. She talks at full volume
again) So. What's up?
Boy
Not much, (beat) What's up with you?
Oh...not much. Except...
Except what?

Girl
Boy

Girl
Except for this guy I just met. Don't know a thing about him. But
he just struck up this random conversation like we were old friends
or something. Calls me "Rachel." which is just wrong. Then he
starts talking about (whispers) them, (voice back) Freaky, hnh?
(pause.) We re conversing. Your turn.
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Boy
Yeah. Freaky.
Girl
(pause. She gives him a look as if to say, "that's it." He shrugs his
shoulders.) Sure is. So. What do you think he means by that?
Boy
(playing dumb) What? By what?
Girl
(whispered) "Them." And I don't think he's talking about giant
mutant ants...
Boy
Could mean anything.
Girl
Yeah. But what do you think he means?
(They pass some people wearing sunglasses. She nods and flashes a
wide smile. He nervously plays along. One of the people with
sunglasses follows along casually behind them.)
Boy
Well...(too loud) This is just a theory. But. Could mean...(sotto)
Forces greater than ourselves.
Girl
Forces greater than ourselves?
Sssshhhl

Boy

Girl
Elaborate. Please.
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(Ubiquitous Man appears again, holding briefcase. They do not
notice him. He passes briefcase to person in sunglasses—who has
been following them for a moment—who then turns around and
leaves.)
Boy
Vast. Multinational. Networks. Consortiums. Unseen. Powerful.
Everywhere—

A conspiracy?

Girl

Boy
(nervous) I wouldn't call it that. But you can.
Girl
Are we talkin' grassy knolls and like that?
Mmmmaaaybe.

Boy

Girl
So this guy's a paranoid freak and I should stay away. Ya think?
Boy
Well, I don't know about that. What if he's right? Then it's not just
paranoia, is it?
Girl
Sure. But. It depends on the specific theory. Most are wrong.
Boy
Yeah. But this one...Well, let's just say it might be big.
"Big" doesn't mean "correct."
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Girl

Boy
No.

Girl
So, elaborate. I'll decide for myself.
Boy
Well...Okay. So. Think of...I dunno...Something with lots of
arms.
An octopus.

Girl

Boy
Been done. And not big enough.
(Cigarette guy appears).
Gotta smoke?

Cigarette Guy

(Without even thinking about it, Girl hands him cigarette)
Thanks...

No problem.

Girl

Boy
Malevolent. Nasty. A...a cancer. Yeah. Spreading.
Girl
Also been done. But it'll do. Go on.
Boy
Right. So. Here it is. A cancer. Spreading more and more until
finally.. .strangling...its host.
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Girl
You're mixing medical metaphors. Cancer doesn't have a host. A
virus does.
(By this time, the camera has moved around behind them. Ubiqui
tous Man crosses in front of them a la Alfred Hitchcock, perhaps
walking a dog.)
Boy
Whatever. So. It starts small and then spreads. Goes to every cell,
every part, to infect it and make more of itself.
Girl
So you think this guy thinks he's being followed.
Boy
(Looks behind him briefly) Could be. Could be.
Don't you ever get the feeling you're being watched? Followed?
(camera begins to move back around them to track from the side.)
Girl
Yeah. You could say that, (facetious smile to Boy) Like really
recently. Like right now, maybe.
Exactly!

Boy

Girl
Or, like when 1 was little, those Taster's Choice ads or whatever.
You know. The ones with the hidden cameras. "We've replaced
the regular coffee with..."
Boy
(overlapping, laughing)"...the regular coffee with'Folger'sCrystals.'"
Yeah. I remember those.
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Girl
Was it Folger's? I thought they were just "Mountain Grown."
Anyway, those ads freaked me out. Big time.
Boy
What?
Girl
Well, 1 thought there were these hidden cameras everywhere
watching me. Maybe some day I would get replaced just to see if
anyone would notice the difference.
(beat.)
Boy
How do you know you weren't right?
Girl
(laughs) You're good at that, (beat) Well, of course I wasn't right.
I was just a stupid little kid. Like, 1 mean, when Elvis died, I
thought they were showing his ghost on TV, like he couldn't be
completely dead if he was on television. That really messed me up.
Took days for Mom to explain, (pause) Besides, who'd go to the
trouble of filming my life?
(They pass a group of Cool Guys talking quietly amongst them
selves)
Boy
Aaaahhh. That's what they'd like you to think.
Girl
Oh. Them again.
Cool Guys
Who, us?
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Girl
Could be.
Boy
Ssshhhh!!
Girl
What?!
Boy
(To Cool Guys, who are now offscreen) No, not you. She's just
kidding. Haha. Really. Go about your business. Pay no attention to
us. Nothing to see here, (to Girl) Now look what you've done.
What?

Girl

Boy
What if—Never mind. Look. You have no idea—
Girl
You're right. 'Coz you haven't really told me anything specific yet.
Details, baby details. Fog and ephemera won't cut it.
Boy
(looks around) Maybe there's a reason for that?
Girl
Like what? (loud, but smirking) I mean, it's only a theory, right?
Boy
(loud) That's right. Just a theory, (beat, then louder) And probably
a really screwy one. (sotto) But we're talkin' multinational.
Wealthy. Connected to every major government in the world. The
UN is nothing compared to these people.
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Girl
(overlapping) Right, right...Swiss bank accounts and stuff.
Boy
Oh, no, that would be too obvious.
Girl
So where?
Boy
Hell if I know. You think 1 keep their deposit slips? It's unknown. I
mean, that's the point, right? So. Everywhere. For a long time.
Practically forever. Relatively speaking, anyway. Assassinations?
Child's play for these people. That's only the beginning. The
Kennedys. King. Archduke Ferdinand. McKinley. Ghandi. John
Lennon. Ford. Reagan. Among others. Among many others.
Girl
Ford and Reagan weren't killed. I guess (whispers) they screwed up.
Boy
On purpose. How else are they supposed to keep up the myth of
the lone nut? But revolutions. War. Famine. That's what they're
really good at. Coverups. Assassinations. Just means to an end.
Girl
But why? Seems like an awful lot of trouble.
(beat.)
Boy
You have to ask?
Well?

Girl

Boy
Money. Power. The usual.
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Girl
But they're already rich. And powerful.
Boy
(overlaps) And powerful. I know. But has that ever stopped anyone
from wanting more?
(Ubiquitous Man appears again, as a guy passing out miniature
Bibles. Boy absentmindedly takes one.)
Well...no.

Girl

Boy
All right. So. You ask why would anyone go to the trouble of
filming you. They're already following you. Everywhere.
Girl
(overlapping) Well, 1 guess if they're following you—
Boy
(overlapping) No. No. You don't get it. Magnetic codes. UPC
symbols...Bar codes. Don't you find those even a little bit
spooky?
Girl
Those laser things at the grocery store. Those are spooky.
Boy
Don't even talk about them! (shudders, pause) Anyway. Money
that...money that you don't even—Gimme your wallet.
Girl
No!

Gimme your wallet.
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Boy

No.'

Girl

Boy
(beat.) Okay. Imagine your wallet.
Done.

Girl

Boy
Are there credit cards in it? (pause.) Just say yes.
Girl
Yes.

Boy
So, you uhh...you buy plane tickets with Visa. You buy dinner with
Mastercard. God forbid, you get a cash advance from Discover or
American Express or whatever shit you have. They track that.
Imaginary money.
Girl
Just like my wallet.
Boy

(missed the joke) Right, (beat) It's money that you never see. That
they control. And use to track you. And the thing is...the thing is:
we think this is normal. Convenient. Progress. Big Brother didn't
take over by force. We invited him.
Girl
Right. Right. Go on. (she takes his hand)
(Ubiquitous Man appears again, this time wearing glasses and
holding a cup full of pencils marked 1410 cents.")
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Boy
(noticing that they are holding hands) What's this?
Girl
(whisper) You don't want to blow your cover, do you?
Boy
Oh. Right, (beat) So. If they can follow anyone anywhere. If they
can even keep tabs on nobodies like me and you—no offense—then
keeping track...controlling...offing famous people, world leaders,
anyone else for that matter, is nothing to them. Matter of fact, it's
business as usual. They do it all the time. Sometimes, we don't
even notice. They replace them. With lookalikes. Puppets—
Pod people?

Girl

Boy
Sometimes. Sometimes pod people. Who knows how they do it?
But fact is, they do.

Yeah. Okay, (beat) Example?
Gorbachev.

Girl

Boy

Girl
Gorbachev? This should be good.
Boy
(overlapping) Mikhail Gorbachev: the AntiChrist.
(laughing) Oh, good lord...
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Girl

(they pass a group of people playing frisbee. One of the players
catches the frisbee, removes an envelope attached to the bottom,
throws the frisbee back into play, and walks casually away.)
Boy
Yeah, well. What do you think that (points at his forehead) that
thing—

Birthmark.

Girl

Boy
Of sorts. Birthmark. You could say that (stops, grabs Girl by the
shoulders) Six. Six. Six. That's what that was. Covered with a
pretty nifty makeup job. You better believe it.
But he brought peace—

Girl

Boy
(shaking head) Unh-uh. I hey offed him. Figured out what was up:
massive nuclear confrontation with the U.S. The end. And with
Reagan as president, it totally would have worked. They—
Girl
(overlapping from "totally") But. But. BUL The AntiChrist? They
couldn t kill the antiChrist. Then, they'd be...bigger than God.
Boy
Vhey are. Well. Okay. Maybe not. But bigger than Satan. If you buy
that whole devil thing, (beat.) So. They found him out. And, like,
They're into money, not nuclear anihilation. So they iced him.
(a couple of guys carrying violin cases pass them)
Girl
So the real Gorby is with Hoffa, right?
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Boy
Go ahead. Make fun. Besides, the Mafia is—Look, don't even get
me started on the Mafia—
Girl
No problem.
Boy
So, like, they get him. But. They can't just do that. I mean, they'd
already taken care of Andropov and whatsisface...Chernynko—
Girl
They were old!
Boy
(he stops) You really frighten me when you say things like that so
seriously. But, as I was about to say. They couldn't just kill off
another one specially the young one—and just hope that no one
would notice. So. They replace him with another guy. I'm talkin'
evil twin city—
Girl
But the first one was the AntiChrist—
(during this speech, Ubiquitous Man makes another appearance,
this time as a paperboy selling tabloids of the Weekly World News
ilk. Girl buys one from him and shows it to Boy, who ignores it
until otherwise noted.)
Boy
Right. Right. So. Like, good twin. Common Practice. Goes back to
the middle ages, pagan cults and shit. They had a deal with the
British royalty. Every seven years they'd kill the king for their
rituals or whatever and replace him with some other guy- I kid you
not. Check it out. (beat.) But Gorbachev. Anyway, they off him.
They replace him. How do I know? Any idiot can see. Just look at
the pictures. One day, in 1987, poof! (points at forehead) it
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changed. I mean, think about it. Stallone found a reasonable look
alike to play the guy in Rocky IV, why couldn't these guys who
practically rule the universe? But. They got the mark just a little bit
wrong. Maybe the old makeup artist refused to work for them.
Maybe they had to get him, too. Maybe the photo they worked from
was really bad.
(They pass a person pointing to a crude "before and after" illustra
tion of Gorbachev's birthmark)
Whatever. Doesn't matter, since nobody notices, right? Except
some of us, anyway. So no investigation. No news story. Instead:
Instant glasnost. The Wall comes down. Eastern Europe opens.
Chaos. Turmoil. 10 times more interesting than this imposter's
birthmark. And the Cold War is played out. Who wants intrigue
when they can have a new economic playground? They'd already
made loads of cash—loads—on weapons and paranoia nad bomb
shelters and bad TV movies about nuclear winter and shit. And.
And. This is the important part: people were on to them. Time to
find a new game, because after forty years, people start to see
patterns. Where the money was really going...and coming from.
That the government and the press were lying. That there was a
second gunman and a third and a fourth probably, too. That
Oswald and all those guys like him had records with the CIA and
the KGB at the same time. Worse than that, people begin to see
not just how things had really been, but where they were really
going. And the gig is up. So, they throw it all out of whack. Make
new wars. Exploit old ones. Topple governments. Sell the arms to
all the people fighting over the turf that's just been—supposedly—
liberated. And at the same time, they've got the technology.
Finally. To do what they've always wanted...
Which is?

Girl

(They pass a group of people forming a human pyramid)
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Boy
Micromanage. While everyone fights it out in the third world, they
can keep the (makes quotes with his fingers) "civilized" countries
in check with...with? With?
Girl
Plastic money. E-mail, voice mail. Fax. The whole shebang.
Boy
Exactly! And what's practically the only job you can get right out of
college...?
Girl
Data entry? Telemarketing?
Boy
Among others. They get people to spend their careers feeding that.
Digitizing themselves and everyone else. Digitizing everything.
Like the Digitized image. Photographic or videotaped evidence
means nothing anymore. It's the ability to remake reality without
being able to tell the difference, like in that (indicating tabloid)
garbage. (He tears it away and chucks it on the ground. Someone
passing or sitting there picks it up and starts reading.) I mean, any
idiot can be filmed allegedly talking to presidents and kings and
prime ministers or whoever, you name it, just so long as he's got the
right computer program, right? And all of this is flying at you at
once plus eighty million other stupid things, and no wonder nobody
notices—

Aaah. But you do.

Girl

Boy
Well...(loud) Maybe. Just a theory.
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Girl
I've gotta give you credit. This is the most elaborate attempt any
guy has made to pick me up.
Boy
What? I—Well, if that's what you think...
Girl
Oh, come on. Keep going. 1 like humoring you.
Boy
Pearls before swine.
Girl
Oink oink. (beat.) Oh, c'mon. Convince me.
Boy
Well...(beat. He gives her an apprehensive look, then starts to
launch into another tirade.) So all this at the end of the century.
2000 is a nice, round number, is it not? Convenient. For the end of
the world...
Girl
But you said they killed the AntiChrist.
Boy
They did. But who says he doesn't have to die to bring on the
apocalypse? Because of his death, maybe forces get set in motion
that bring about the end of everything. Everything. And that's
bigger than them. Isn't it? So. everyone has a number. Not just one
guy. 666 again. And it's all tied to money...root of all evil, correct?
(pause) Okay. Listen: Revelation chapter 3 verse 16: "So, because
thou art neither cold nor hot, 1 will spit thee from my mouth." See?
(looks at miniature Bible from earlier) You can look it up (hands it
to her).
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(they pass a lemonade stand. Girl buying lemonade takes a sip and
spits it out.)
(pause.)
Girl
What?!
Boy
(sighs) Isn't it obvious? (beat.) Hot wars—WWI, WWII—end.
Finito. Nothing that big again. So. In their place: Cold War. That
ends. All that's left is money and pissant conflicts in places that
aren't even important. Lukewarm. Hostile takeover doesn't mean
Huns and Visigoths at the gate of empire. It means lots and lots of
nonexistent money to take over some...business. The world still
sucks. But it's not even good at sucking. Hot or Cold. So spit it out.
(makes spitting face) Kill it Get rid of it. Game over, (beat)
Girl
You know, to talk about the approaching apocalypse is to ignore
the possibility that it already happened, (beat) Just a thought.
Boy
Are you trying to be clever?
Girl
Yes. Are you trying to be profound? (pause.) Look. This is all really
fascinating, but don't you have any proof for this?
(pause.)
Boy
What?! I tell you all that and you ask me for proof? Don't you see?!
Who needs proof when it's so—
Girl
(overlapon "proof") Anyone trying to convince someone he's right...
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Bay
Look. Look, you. Proof. As if the very convergence of all this isn't
proof enough. Proof? You think they'd be so sloppy as to leave
behind evidence? They wouldn't have accomplished anything if they
did that. But! They can't help leaving a pattern. Everything has a
pattern. A fingerprint. You just have to learn to see it. They may
have burned or shredded all the evidence. But they left their
fingerprints all over everything. Believe it.
(beat.)
Girl
No. But I will thank you for a very entertaining—
Boy
Entertainment! That's
what you think this is!
Entertainment. The opiate of
the masses. While you keep
yourself entertained,
the world collapses around
you. That's how they really
keep us from noticing. Fake
news. So-called events.
Big trials. Celebrities.
Big Celebrity Trials. They
made it our duty to stay
entertained, and we said,
"sure, no problem! gimme
the remote." So we watch
their fake sex and violence
and news—which is really
just entertainment—and
buy the products they tell
us to buy. Products with UPC
symbols and lasers and
magnetic code strips. We buy

Girl
(She should overlapwith him,
starting at "while you keep
yourself entertained..."or
thereabouts.) Wait. Wait.
Religion. Not entertainment.
You're distorting. Paraphrasing.
Add up enough "known facts"
and you don't even need proof.
The pattern you create is
compelling enough as it is,
right? So that becomes your
religion. Your faith. But in
what? Sinister forces at work.
Your life sucks, so, hey, it must
be something so big that you
don't have to take responsibility,
and you have an all-purpose
scapegoat. "Macavity Macavity,
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it with their plastic,
imaginary money and record
it into their Computers
connected to their network
and all the while we stay all
placid and obedient and fat
and happy while the real
shit goes down and we
don't even care!

it must have been Macavity, but
when you reach the scene of
crime, Macavity*s not there!"
See? I can do that too. And it
can mean whatever I want it to
mean. And as long as you do
that, you don't have to deal with
anything more real than your
own headgames. So while you
and a bunch of other intelligent
people are out chasing phantoms,
the real thing gets ignored and
sinister forces flourish—but hey,
it was out of your control.
Convenient, no?

(pause.)

And what would that be?
Stupidity?

Boy

Girl

Boy
(he grabs her) That's a conspiracy!
(smiles) I figured as much.

Girl

Boy
We're talking about the same thing!
Whatever.
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Girl

Boy
Kiss me.
Girl
Why?
(pause)
Boy
Forces greater than ourselves? (beat) Just a theory.
(beat.)
Girl
That'll do. (They kiss) So. Do you want to be deprogrammed in my
room or yours?
Boy
How do I know you're not one of them?
Girl
You don't. That's the fun part.
(they exit from camera range.)
Boy
(offscreen) So. What's your name?
Girl
The real one, or the one they gave me?
(their voices fade in the distance as Ubiquitous Man creeps up into
the frame.)
Boo!

Ubiquitous Man

fin
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John Conger

Robert Bly on Poets and Young Writers:
An Interview
When I arrived at Lewis Hyde's house to interview Robert Bly, I found
one that was empty and dark. It was a typically cold and grey Thursday
m Gambler, and as I continued to knock and peer inside empty win'
dows, I remember wishing I had brought a coat. Bly had told me earlier
he was going to take a nap before our interview. I now wondered how
sound a sleeper he was. Ten minutes passed and still no sign of life in the
house. So I waited on the porch, somewhat nervously going over my
questions. Finally a white bhssan drove up, and Professor Hyde and
Robert Bly stepped out. From the preliminary greetings and migration
into the house Bly seemed to take little notice of me. Our eyes rarely met
even as we sat down in Lewis Hyde's kitchen. He seemed a bit distant
and perhaps preoccupied. He looked around Hyde's kitchen and found a
jar of walnuts to his liking which he thoughtfully started eating as we
began our introductions to one another. Professor Hyde made us tea,
and he cut up a pear for Bly and I to share and that was when our
conversation began.
He looked at me with that blazing stare that he gets in his eyes on
certain occasions and asked: "Why do you want to do this interview?
I he question surprised me. I thought I was supposed to be asking the
questions. I fumbled for an answer looking for words on the f loor and
on the windows, seldom meeting his gaze. When I finished mumbling my
disconnected thoughts about wanting to talk to "experienced writers , he
paused and looked at me for a long time in silence. Finally, as if deciding
some issue in his mind he said, "Okay, let's begin."
I realized after the interview that I avoided giving the real answer to
his question, the one I gave to friends who asked why I wanted to
interview Robert Bly, that strange man who sits in circles with fifty other
men, and beats drums, and chants in the dark. I would always answer:
"He's a poet also, one whose work I love. Plus, he's still alive. All my
other favorite poets Rilke, Neruda and Machado died before I was ever
born. So here was Bly in the flesh and blood, and here was my chance to
ask him about these poets, and another subject dear to my heart—
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wntmg. And as I finished the interview and he told me about his
experience with William Carlos Williams, about simply wanting to see
the poet who he idolized so much, I realized, yes, he would have
understood my answer after all.

Conger: I'd like to start by talking about a favorite poet of mine
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the qualities of Rilke s work that attracted you to do translations of
Bly: Well, think in the university 1 had met people who talked
from their literary mind but didn't talk much from the heart. So
when I saw Rilke, for example, talking about his naked loneliness
especially how lonely he felt when he went back to his parents'
house then I was sort of astonished that he had similar feelings as
mine. I had been ashamed of my feelings. I thought if I were a less
ereave person I wouldn't have those feelings, but Rilke has them.
He not only has them, but he writes about them as if they were
grea t feelings. So he gave me permission to feel that sense of a star

"T,r',°fSOme.th'ng mS'de me that warus to get out of this
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.'rn,that Httle b°°k °f Sma" P°""s that I did
tha^!ori( Tb 7"' K a "7insane vo'uPtuousness in finishin,
thatwork. Then I saw hundreds of people being willing to live
inside a shell their whole lives. Then I saw the contrast. Rilke says
that the fact that you feel
, so constricted and empty in your own
house doesn't mean you re
.
.
defective. It means that the people that
r
you re with have forgotten how to follow that road back to the
other world. My experience in
anAD'lt. fj
,
my twenties was of a lot of shame,
Rilke d,d a tremendous amount of work in taking away that
betWee" that and the kind

h«rary
thar R ll
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y°u can say. One is
II 7 'S,m0re 6 3 Chlld and more vulnerable. Yet, paradoxi
cally he ,s also more adult. Because to care for the regions of the
soul from which you came and which you could go back to is very
adult. Freud eventually developed an idea of regression in service
are two things
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of the ego, that is to say you go back in order to go forward.
Someone like Longfellow is always going forward, he has poems like
"Excelsior" going farther and farther up the mountain. So that's
one kind of person, and then there is a kind of person that just
remains flat. You find a lot of that in daily life. So you have the
spirit of Rilke going this way and that way, moving backward and
forward. It's just amazing. And no one really taught me that in
college.
Conger: In earlier interviews you have recounted the dissatisfaction
that you felt with your work as a young writer. Yet, this early
dissatisfaction for you, as for Rilke, seems to have played an
important part in your developmnt as a writer. How important is
dissatisfaction in a writer's evolution, and is it something that is
being overlooked by today's writers?
Bly: When I was twenty four, I would put my poems together with
great enthusiasm and excitement. I would pull them out of hand
written notebooks, and type them up, put them all together, and
then when I looked at them I would be appalled. I'd think what
happened, they were so great individually, so how come they look
so terrible when they're all together? But that feeling of being
appalled, of being shocked at how much wasn't in there is just as
good as a teacher, except that you're very depressed and that lasts
awhile.
Then you ask why there isn't more in there? With me, I don't
think I'd say I don't know enough poetry, and I don't think I'd say
that I'm not intelligent enough. I don't think I'd say that I don't
know enough about sound. I would say that at that time I didn't
know enough of the dark. The Road of Poverty and Death meant
that I would have to go there. It was the first suggestion of what I
call the road of ashes. So I wasn't going down into the dark
enough. That's the way it seemed to me at least, and that's alright,
but it would be closer to say that there were a lot of angers that I
had, ones that I couldn't say because I wasn't aware of them:
specifically angers at my father and angers at my mother. All those
things we skipped over in my family, we didn't talk about them.
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That's why the poems were thin, and that's what is not thin in
Pablo Neruda. Everything comes out. There's that wonderful
instant about Neruda and his father. Neruda's father died when he
was a young man. He was a railway worker, and years later Neruda
went down to find his father's tomb. The coffin was like the ones
they have in New Orleans, it was housed three or four feet above
the ground. So he gets a chisel and opens the end cover, and he
pulls on the coffin and a huge volume of water comes out—
whoosh! He had to jump out of the way. Unbelievable! It must have
been that the whole thing had been flooded the year before and the
coffin had held the water, but that was so astounding and so typical
for Neruda, that a huge rush of emotion comes out so to speak
when he gets near the coffin. Unbelievable.
But that s the kind of person he was. I think of his first poe Ills
and he's a passionate kid and he's making love to girls underneath
boats in the harbor. I didn't live like that. In other words what the
Freudians call repression... I don't know if it's really repression, but
you can t get at certain things. And I found a new image for it the
other day. The problem with a lot of the kids today that are being
brought up without a mother and father is that they don't talk
enough. So the image is this: If the children do not talk enough to
grownups, all of that material is put on a bronze disk and is buried
in Egypt somewhere, and you're thirty-five and you don't know
where the disk is.
That s the kind of thing that was happening to me. My
explanation was that 1 hadn't gone down into the dark enough, but
the truth is that my emotional life was on a disk somewhere and
that I couldn't get to it. So when I did some work in getting a hold
of the disk...I did a lot of prose poems and sneaking up on my
father and my mother that way, things like that, and learning to
talk more with my kids and my wife and my grandson. Through
that I eventually got a hold of that disk. Neruda never had any
buried disk anywhere, he was just a fucking genius. He wrote and
said everything. Now of course in terms of astrology, I was a
Capricorn and he was a Cancer. They're exactly opposite on the
circle. So that the structure that I have as a Capricorn he did not
have as a Cancer. And the openness to feeling that he had as a
Cancer I did not have as a Capricorn.
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He recognized that too, even in the brief times we knew each
other. One time he and I were on a ferry with a number of other
writers. I was on the very top of the boat looking out at the ocean
and at the city when someone comes up to me and says "Pablo says
you're to come down and talk to him. He wants to laugh." So he
would almost be too close to all that heavy feeling. He needed to
get some relief from it. So the metaphor is I'm standing at the top of
the ferry and 1 want to go down and get some of his feeling, and it
was interesting that Pablo is down at the bottom of the boat and he
wanted me to come down and cheer him up.
Conger: In writing circles today, young writers expect to be
published by the age of twenty-five and earlier. To what do you
attribute the need to publish so early?
Bly: First of all, there is a tremendous neediness on the part of these
writers, and not enough support in their own families. I think 1 felt
that, and I think many writers now feel that. They mistake the
possibility of fame for love, and they are not the same. The second
is something which is not really present anymore, that's the
sensation of delayed gratification, the idea of waiting ten or fifteen
years before anything will come back.
That was fairly common in the 19th century and it was fairly
common up till World War II. Robert Creeley, for example, said
that when we came back from World War II, we felt that we had
won that war and that it was a just war, and this idea led to a great
freedom. We felt we could do anything. The question was what did
we want to do? We wanted to hold up the standards of American
writing, continue them as high as they were with Faulkner,
Hemingway and Whitman. That's different than being published.
The aim was to hold up high standards. Creeley said for that you
need two things. You need a little family of writers, and he found a
number of them through Black Mountain and we formed a little
family. We wrote back to each other all the time. Denise Levertov
became part of that family. I wrote to her all the time. Robert
Duncan became part of that family. He also said that Robert Bly,
for example, found one or two at Harvard like Don Hall and so on.
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But then it wasn't restricted to geography either, he later found
James Wright who wasn't at Harvard at all. So the idea is that you
need a family of writers that you admire your own age, and you
have to find them.
The second thing you need is a writer that you really admire.
He said for us that was Charles Olson, and of course William
Carlos Williams. He said the difference between then and now is
we would never have thought of going to see such a person. We
had them in a special place, we talked about them endlessly at
night, but it never would have occurred to us to call them up. Last
night after the poetry reading I was describing the faxes I was
receiving from these people in Buffalo: "Hey Bobby what's the
meaning of your poem?" So there is no sense of that at all.
I was very interested in this idea too because I went to see
William Carlos Williams when I was in college. But I just wandered
in for like ten minutes and 1 didn't even ask him any questions. He
knew what 1 wanted too. He said, "You just want to look at me." 1
said, "Yes, that's true." And then I did that for awhile, and then he
said, "Okay kid it's time to go." I said, "Okay, thank you." There's a
wonderful understanding in that.
So what's happened to that now? One thing that's happened
to that is creative writing classes. In these classes you now have a
kind of a ready made family that you don't have to look for. And
the writer is not forty years older than you, he's only ten years
older, and you become a pal of his. Well, that seems good, but on
the other hand that place in your mind for a wonderful, brilliant
person, who you'd die for if you ever saw them, isn't there. And
that's a little like the star in a way. And of course now we're back
again to the criticism of the canon, to the feeling that everyone is
corrupt, that Eliot is a fascist or something. It's a way of emptying
that place which meant so much to Creeley. Why did he wait to be
published? Because he wants to get something that someone like
Olson would approve of. So again your seeing a breakdown of the
interrelationship between the old and young, with the old being
thrown away and the younger ones expanding in a way that is not
very helpful to them in the end.
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Conger: I want to turn now to some of your essays on American
Poetry. In reading Wrong Turning In American Poetry it re
minded me of some of the ideas in Pablo Neruda's short piece,
"Toward an Impure Poetry". This piece ends with the line: Those
I writers] who shun the "bad taste' of things will fall flat on the ice.
Do the poets of the early twentieth century like Eliot, Pound, and
William Carlos Williams avoid the "bad taste" of the interior or
the subconscious?
Bly: The writers that avoid the bad taste of poetry are people who
are too pure like me. That means all of those who are too tran
scendental, all of those who follow the stars. Neruda did a long
attack on Rilke. He thought Rilke was someone who was always
transcendental. That wasn't true. Rilke had a really good sense of
death, and sorrow, and grief, but he associated him with archbish
ops and people like that. Eliot was like that I guess, and of course
his right wing stuff would also infuriate Neruda. Pound was like
that. He really liked Mozart, he never did anything with his own
feelings, it's always about cultural problems.
William Carlos Williams, however, did go there. There is a
poem that Neruda would have liked about three missionaries who
argue for a few hours until they reach a standstill. Finally one of
them farts and that settles the quarrel. One of the reasons that
William Carlos Williams was hated was because the mode was to
go upward with Eliot and that also meant away from the United
States toward high cultural ares. William Carlos was down there,
his mother was Spanish, he lived in New Jersey, he writes about
paper bags being run over by a car. Neruda would have loved him,
but that there weren't enough people like him at that time.
Going back to Neruda, I find the description of his poetry as
being interesting. What quality is Neruda referring to as impure ?
The "impure" refers to the question of whether or not the animal
is going to come into your poems, and if so, is the dirty animal
going to come in too. Neruda said yes, the dirty animal is going to
come in, including the animal with claws and teeth that eats a lot.
The first thing I ever heard about Neruda was on a New York
subway. I met a man from Chile and I asked him if he had ever
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seen Neruda. "Yes." he said, "I was in a restaurant with him one
time and he was sitting there with two women." I asked him what
he said. "Bring more lobsters! Bring more butter!" And that turns
out to be exactly right about Neruda.
Conger: One theme that turns up frequently in your essays is the
lack of good criticism being produced by contemporary writers and
poets. To what do you attribute this shortage?
Bly: I attribute it to lack of adoration of the older person, lack of
real devotion. If you really devote yourself to an older writer and
study what he's doing...no problem when you criticize him.
Conger: The diversity of translations that you've done is very rare
in my opinion. You've translated a number of Spanish and Latin
American poets as well as the Swedish poets Martinson, Ekelof,
and I ranstromer, plus Rilke's poems in German, just to list a few.
Is translation another area that is being ignored by today's writers
as well?
Bly: 1 ranslation, is doing pretty well these days. It's okay.
Conger: What can a young writer learn from translating a poem by
Cesar Vallejo or Antonio Machado?
Bly: You just realize how different their minds are from yours, it's
astounding. For me in translating Machado, I always talk about
excitement versus feeling: never excitement in Machado, always
feeling. His voice is quiet and calm, and other poets are screaming
about I can't find God!" or "God is too far away!" He starts a
poem and he starts talking about a train trip and he starts talking
about a woman with a baby, and to Machado the woman seems
like she's suffering a little. Then he gets some strange images. He
looks at the woman and he sees her as a recluse spider or some
thing. So he's letting his psyche go all the way into her, and then
he just sits there and he says, "Lord please tell us one day we will
never see your face." No complaints, just a wonderful
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ending.. .that's real feeling. So you just feel very humble in the
presence of something like thatConger: In looking to your theory about American poetry and the
transition it's undergone moving from 'wild knots of energy to
bland domestication, I'm wondering if you feel that this phenom
enon is affecting the other arts as well?
Bly: Yes, of course, the "wild knots of energy" are being destroyed
in all kinds of places. There's an incredible book that I just picked
up the other day by a woman named Patricia Cayo Sexton. It was
done in 1962 and its called The Feminization of American Men.
Patricia is a woman who really likes men. She talks about how we
get drowned in female energy in our houses with our mother, then
we get it in grade school. She also talks about how more and more
the image of masculinity that women are always presenting is
something very modest, mild, and sweet, and there is this pressure
to relate to the female all of the time. I was really touched to read
this. She has two-hundred pages on the way she feels that males
are being feminized and not allowed to be wild and that s true.
What to do about it is another thing. [Pause.] There really is a
war between men and women. The women plan to climb over the
men and it would be nice if the men would just lie down...That
would be nice. The other view is women don't understand that
there are alternative ways of being, they think that their way is the
only way, which is wrong.
Conger: Gary Snyder's advice to young poets is to find someone
who can 'do' something well such as a carpenter or a mechanic,
and to hang around them for two or three years watching, partici
pating, and observing. Talk about the value in his advise.
Bly: If you want to be a poet, he would say become a good carpen
ter and learn how to make chests or drawers. The reason for this is
you learn how to take material, and shape it, and measure it. In a
certain sense, every stanza in a poem is a drawer. That s especially
true when you do it with the same number of beats in a line and
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maybe some rhyme. It's just like making a drawer. It isn't some
thing that you pull out of yourself in big strings but its something
you pull out and then shape. That's very original. Gary would
apprentice himself to a potter...I've been with him and he sits
around working on his car, you know, he's got the whole engine on
the ground and he's working away, and he's got all the right tools.
I really admire that, I'm not the type, but I admire that. So that's
what he would do, he's teaching at Davis now, and I suppose he
can t do it, but that's what he would do. He would make all of his
poetry students do something physical, car mechanics or something
like that, and then watch them in four years and see how much
better their poetry has gotten.
Conger: In your introduction to The Road of Poverty and Death in
the Selected Poems you wrote: "After a year and a halfof solitude,
I experienced, a subtle gift, and my serious poetry began." What
gift did you receive, and what transition occurred that set you on
the path to write your next book of poems Silence in the Snou/y
Fields?
BIy: Yeah, I can see what I was saying here. It was something...I
think I refer to it. Well maybe it's in here. {Takes my copy of
Silence in the Snowy Fields and reads:]
When the wind-sleeve moves in the morning street,
I walk there, and brood on brown things
On green things
On the green waves
Lifting at sea, the green wives, and the brood of heaven.
There's a little too much Dylan Thomas right there. [Continues:]
1 hear a faint sound, a bell inside the waves
Coming fron far off...and the sweet clear
Bell of the joys
Of silence pierces
Through the roaring of cars, the hum of tires, the closing of
doors.
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So the metaphor would be after a whole lot of confusing sounds
you hear a little bell. [Lowers his voice:J
When I hear that sound, a subtle force, a sheath,
Motherly, wraps me.
1 need no
House or land,
Caught in sweetness as the trout in the running stream.
So, I couldn't live that, but 1 could feel it. It goes back to what I
was talking about last night—the molecules becoming organized so
that you're not chaotic anymore. In the ordinary state of life your
molecules are vibrating in different directions, it s called chaos. So
you get some good Persian music, or any genuine religious music.
What that means...what religious music means is that the musi
cians know how to line up the molecules to get them all in line, to
get them all in little swabs, and then suddenly your body comes out
of the state of chaos, and comes into a different state, whatever
that is, and then you don't need so much anymore. In a way you
don't need your parents so much anymore. I felt that. I didn t need
riches, I didn't need any consolation. I went back and took a farm
that my father had saved for me, and it was very poor. I never got
any money out of it or anything, but all I needed was a place to live
and a way to vibrate a little bit.
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David Putz

Making Hies
Like a fisherman making flies,
you build reality from strands
and twist and loop them in and out,
lies tangled so inextricably,
as line that must be snipped away,
that I wonder if your arms,
stuck in a perpetual talc
of the one that got away, should get
heavy and fall to your sides,
if then you would explain wide-eyed
and with a gaping fish-lipped grin
that they simply weren't long enough
to describe this near triumph
of yours, and we should have seen
how the rod quivered and bent
and how taut the line was
as it pulled against expectation,
its end where it disappeared
tracing out in the water
the path of a great struggle until it
snapped
and left you on your ass
in the wet bottom of the boat,
fishing line waving in the wind.
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David Putz

Things
Nearly half my years since Grandfather died
and we led Grandmother from Airport Road, memory
failing like the foundation on the north side,
the heating, the car's mileage and things,
and I remember that house I will never see again,
how we would drive to get dinner; Grandmother's
round warmth between my brother and me,
and Grandfather bone-faced, yelling
at those damn niggers who can't drive,
and I can still see clearly
that painted metal ashtray in the basement I held
with confused hands, the one which Mom explained
strongly, quietly, was sick, (the one shaped like
a negro boy on a toilet, his mouth was where
you stick the ashes), quietly, the way Mom told me
that my father's father was not a bad person. Quiet,
like the way 1 could feel the grown-ups
in the living room tiptoeing around old ideas.
And I'm certain the black boy, whose face
scrunched at the top to make way for that awful
scream, was thrown just so quietly away, resting
finally, cleaned away with the rest of those things,
so the black lady who bought the house
won't have to decide for herself that my grandfather
was not a bad man.
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Jill Penman & Eliot Wilczek

Interview with Professor Perry Lentz

o

n the afternoon of April 11, 1995 Hika editors, Jill Penman
and Eliot Wilczek, interviewed Professor of English, Perry Lentz
in his office at Sunset Cottage. A 1964 graduate of Kenyan,
Mr. Lentz based his Senior Honors thesis, a novel entided The Falling
Hills, upon the Fort Pillow massacre of the American Civil War. An
excerpt of this work was published in the summer 1964 issue of 1 lika. In
1994 The Falling Hills was reprinted by the University of South
Carolina Press. As this spnng marks Hika's sixtieth anniversary of
publication as Kenyon s undergraduate magazine of arts and letters, the
editors are proud and honored to present this interview.
HIKA: I suppose the First question we wanted to ask has to do with
when you were at Kenyon as a student and what you remember
about Hika and the other student publications at the time, the role
they played on the campus, and your recollections about that.
Lentz: I think that Hika has been the most consistent of all the
student publications over the years, what 1 conceive of it now is
what I thought of it then, very ambitious, publishing a good deal ol,
as Huck Finn says, "stuff and poetry but I didn't read the poetry,
with some quite extraordinary student writing, but sometimes
writing of a very inward and personal nature that a reader some
times Finds it hard to enter, so to speak. Constant confusion and
puzzlement about what the name meant or where it came from
hasn't changed over the years. Even the appearance has been
substantially the same, 1 think. A student publication of creative
enterprises of different sorts of very high quality, generally, I don t
think it's changed much from that. The newspaper, 1 he Collegian,
has had quite a different career. ITere have been times when the
newspaper has been tremendously influential in the life of the
college. I tend to think the newspaper has reflected, 1 he Collegian,
has reflected much more the personality of the editor—I think I lika
is much more of a campus institution, and it hasn't changed much
in its general quality. Those were the only student publications that
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I recall from my time. All the others, the journals, The Observers,
the Forwards—all of those have been much more recent and some
of them have only appeared in the last five or six years.
HIKA: So then there weren't quite as many different publications?
Lentz: Not at all. Those are the only two I can remember. There
were humor issues of The Collegian which gave a completely
different cast to things. I don't know when that tradition has
abated, or when it's lapsed, might be more the case. I can't remem
ber a humor issue in recent years. I'm leaving out the yearbook, of
course, but that's more or less a given during all that time, its not
exactly in the nature of a publication that influences the life of the
institution. I do think I may represent one half of the only fatherdaughter combination ever to publish in Hika.
HIKA: Your daughter published in...
Ixntz: One of the covers was part of her senior art project in the
spring of 1988.
HIKA: That's very interesting, we'll have to take a look at that.
Lentz: She did a series, she was a double major of English and
Studio Art. and she did two sets of prints. One of them was based
on old childhood drawings that she found in that we had saved,
and one of the covers of Hika in blue and white print was based on
one of the things she submitted.
HIKA: I remember that one actually...
HIKA: In the summer issue of 1964 Hika published a section of
your senior Honors thesis, that turned into The Falling Hills. The
balling Hills is about the Fort Pillow incident. I was wondering, how
did you hear about the Fort Pillow incident and what was it about
the incident that captured your imagination so much to write a
novel?
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Lentz: That's hard to say. I tried to put, I tried to address that in
the forword I wrote to the recent reissue of that. Probably some
ghastly pictures that I saw in The Life of Nathan Bedford Forest, the
rebel cavalry commander, that had just stimulated me, 1 can
remember the house, a neighbor's house, and 1 can remember the
book, and looking at the picture, but I can't remember the date. It's
just one of those things that haunted me for a long time.
HIKA: I noticed you have a lithograph of...
Lentz: Right, that's one of the old "Cricks and Hallen" series. My
father gave me that years and years ago. I've had it for about
twenty-five years now.
HIKA: So, as you say, it started as a visual imprint.
Lentz: Yes.
HI KA: What sort of research did you do? You talked about doing
archival research in your introduction.
Lentz: Very easy to do, there's a massive series of volumes called
The Official Records of the War of Rebellion which is the starting
point for any serious investigation of the Civil War. These are field
reports from commanders, both Northern and Southern, that were
submitted after battle, plus volumes that contain the actual written
orders. The library has a complete set of them. One of the things
that makes the Fort Pillow incident particularly accessible is the
fact that there was a congressional hearing during the war, it was
one of the great atrocity stories and it was used by the Republican
administration. It was an ambitious report, so there was a great deal
of testimony from private soldiers. That's quite unusual in the
context of the official records. They generally consist of, again,
action reports by commanders of batteries and regiments. ITis may
be the fullest slate in the entire two hundred volumes of testimony
from individual soldiers. I'm not sure about that but that was really
the starting point, but then growing up in the south, the Civil War
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had been a lifetime history. So, a lot of the research that made
details and that come to life, for me, was a result of having read
I he Life of Nathan Bedford Forest and campaign accounts of the
entire civil war, for most of my life.
I MCA: So it was a combination of hearing stories of the life of
soliders and various accounts.
Lentz: Right, and reading a great deal throughout most of my life
about the Civil War.
HIKA: Extrapolating or taking a larger picture from that question,
what is it about the Civil War, as a whole, that interests yoil so
much?
Lentz: Well, growing up in the south in the 1940's and 50's the
Civil War was the dominant story, that's the central issue of the
history of my region. It was the starting point for all kinds of
references that may explain differences between the North and the
South. It was the source of all the images of heroism and endur
ance and sacrifice, and explanation of regional differences, mythol
ogy, history, all of those things were just naturally a center for the
southern imagination in those days around the Civil War. I think
possibly, during the years that I'm talking about: late 40's, through
the 50's and early 60's I suspect that there might have been even
more interest in the Civil War because there was a great deal of
general national, patristic kind of interest, generated by the Second
World War, returning veterans and the like. There was a lot of
interest in American history, generally, that's the period when the
Bruce Catton's great series of books about the Civil War were
written. A lot of interest in the war was generated by the Second
World War the nation had just gone through. This may have
ratcheted the interest up a little, but, also, the Centennial was
approaching, and there was a great deal of anticipation about what
kinds of publications and memorials might come out in 1961. But I
really think that's quite a regional thing, the interest that the Civil
War holds for someone growing up in the South during that period.
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You could certainly see this in the great writers of the American
South, William Faulkner, of course. Two of his great works are set
in the Civil War: Absalom! Absalom!, Go Down Moses But you can
even see it in something like Robert Penn Warren s All the King s
Men which at first blushes an account of a figure not unlike Huey
Long, the Louisiana politician. But right at the very center of that
novel, in explaining its moral issues, there's a slight descent into
Civil War history in a particular journal of one of the ancestors o
the figure in All The King's Men. Caroline Gordon wrote a book
called None Shall Look Back. Again, most of, to my knowledge,
most of all the great writers to my knowledge of the so-called
southern renaissance weighed in with at least one book or poem.
Allen Tate's "Ode to a Confederate Dead" was set in the Civi
It's a little hard for me to answer the question because the
answer seems so self-evident. It's the kind of thing 1 never thought
very much consciously about, it was just absolutely natural to obsessed with the Civil War growing up in the American South.
Probably more so then I think than it is now, because the cultures
of the South, white and African-American, were really kept
separate. 1 grew up in the days of separate but equal education and
the sort of history that I was exposed to was really conceived of as
the history of my people, with an emphasis on the history of the
white southerner being caught up in that. Indeed, when I thoug
of the history of the South in those days, 1 tended to thin o e
history of the whites, my assumption was the history of the black
people had been a completely different one. And there wasn t, in
those days, the sense that the only appropriate apprehension of
history of the given region should try to bring those two traditions
together.
HIKA: Were the writers that you had just mentioned, Faulkner
and Robert Penn Warren—were these southern writers your main
literary influence?
Lentz: They were indeed. Also, 1 think even more importantly, and
I'm giving myself too much credit by even saying this, 1 grew up
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fascinated by historical fiction of the kind that really tends not to
reach the level of literary estimation. Writers like Kenneth Roberts
and McKinley Cantor, Ben Ames Williams. Writers that you
probably haven't heard of that aren't mentioned now. In their own
day they were bestsellers and they were endlessly stimulating to me.
They are writers that don't pose the challenge or density of
Faulkner or that sort, but still they seek to capture with some
vitality something about the past and place that in terms of an
exciting plot. I had a great infatuation with writing of that sort and
used to stay up late at night, in prep school, reading them in the
middle of my closet with a flashlight. I still have a great love for
them, as a matter of fact. Authors nowadays like A.S. Byatt,
Patrick O Brian. I still think those are wonderful and read them
every chance I get. And I also like to read history. I've never seen
much of a separation in my own mind's eye between the narrative
impulse that goes into writing history and the narrative impulse
that goes into writing historical fiction. And I'll return readily to
one or the other with the same kind of love.
HIKA: What is it about this combination between fiction and
history, that seems to, at least for you, be a particularly good
avenue to insights about human nature?
Lentz: Nothing particularly. Perhaps it's the very fact that they're
not very good insights into human nature or that you could have
certainly more dramatic insights into human nature if you're
writing about your own time and period than if you're trying to
bring back to life as nearly every novel does, the Hellenic cultures
of the Peloponesian Wars, or, as Patrick O'Brian does, the life of
the Navy of the Napoleonic period. I think maybe it's the very fact
that it doesn't give great insight into human nature so much as it's
just a wonderful examination of history. I think the South was,
when I was growing up, in my imagination, haunted by history. In
the South, when I was growing up, there was the sense, and it was
the case, that our present world was really informed by something
that happened in 1861-1865, and that our culture would not have
been the same had those things worked out differently. I don't
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chink you quite get that in the rest of the nation. There's nothing
like losing a war to focus the mind powerfully upon history and
what it can do and be.
HIKA: What do you see the role of the Civil War being now and
into the future in the American imagination?
Lentz: I think that what the Civil War probably meant in the
South, in the southern culture I'm trying to describe, is what the
war in Vietnam has come to stand for in the American intelligence
nowadays. If you conceive of the numbers of references that are
made to the Vietnamese war now, in our culture, there is again
that sense of having lost a war. There are profound things that one
must come to terms with in one's own character. I get something of
a sense of that. I'm not entirely persuaded the parallels are just or
accurate. In any case, I think so far as the Civil War is concerned,
the greatly heightened awareness of what the you could call
multiculturalism means that Americans are really cut off from the
Civil War in a way they weren't when I was growing up. The war is
nowadays seen as a war in defense of racial slavery, which in many
ways it was, no question. But that places a certain weight, it counts
for a certain quality in the American imagination that is, if you
were talking about the history of the American South, celebrating
southern political leaders. It is almost, given what those terms have
come to mean nowadays, as though we were celebrating the
perpetrators of the holocaust, or something like that. I can under
stand that. I regret it because I do think that Americans are
substantially cut off from understanding a certain particular aspect
of American culture, generally by a kind of refusal to countenance
or consider what the southern cause might have been. But, as 1
said, I can certainly understand that. An honors paper in this
department that did a wonderful job with the life of Frederick
Douglas, and the student, who deservedly got high honors,
concluded by talking about the "genocidal southern regime". That
gave me pause. My mother's parents, my mother's father was
Jewish, and looking at her records before she was moving from the
state of Alabama, going through some of the boxes of family
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accounts, I found he was on leave from the army of northern
Virginia and bought two slaves. Since that part of the family went
on to build a small financial empire for themselves, that was
probably about the worst investment any of them ever made, to
have bought slaves in 1864. But he didn't buy those slaves to kill
them. That's the kind of thing I mean about a sense of nowadays a
subject that really did fascinate me would not have the same
fascination for young people growing up in the South. I think
history has never been something that has really captured the
American experience much, and the seeds for that probably go
back to the founding fathers. Thomas Jefferson and the others
didn't especially want Americans to be aware of history. We can
certainly see in Bosnia, these days, how it can entrap people
terribly. But the result is that 1 don't think history is very well
taught in American secondary schools. It's not often taught by
itself, and it's often called social studies. There's a world of differ
ence between those two terms. Again, it may well be that having
grown up in a region that had a history because it was transformed
by losing a war may have shaped me in a certain way and other
southerners growing up in ways that other people in the rest of the
country can't quite assess. I'm not saying that, by any of this, that I
am defending the slave owning southern regime. Every novel that
I've mentioned turns upon the particular moral and spiritual
catastrophe that slave owning was. Robert Penn Warren's hero
discovers, in his ancestors records of the Civil War, a man that's
suddenly brought face to face with innocence for the first time
because of what happens to slaves on plantation. Absalom!
Absalom!, Go Down Moses, those great Faulkner novels turn upon
the genuine horror of the slave-owning world. What my first novel
was about was one of the great racial atrocities of the Civil War, no
question.
IIIKA: At the end of the novel, when you're describing the actual
atrocities and the massacre, where there docs seem to be this
ignorance of the African-Americans and ignorance of their
feelings, an unawaredness that they're humans. It seems that some
characters like Captain Acox, it was interesting because at times,
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when he's attacking some of the Black union soldiers you're
describing, he is not conscious of what he's doing, or it seems at
times he's conscious of it, but he's too fatigued to do anything
about it.
Lentz: Well, 1 tried to explain or portray his portrait the best 1
could with the greatest amount of psychological insight I could
bring, and what I thought an experience like that might have been
like. It is unquestionably part of the record that part of the catastro
phe that afternoon in West Tennessee was occasioned by the way
the Union officers had badly served their own soldiers. You don t
have to read between the lines to realize that. There was a real
dereliction of responsibility in so far as the union officers were
concerned toward their own men, early and late. But what you've
summarized is what I originally found myself assuming might have
been the psychological makeup of a southern plantation owner and
soldier at that hour.
HIKA: Going back to America's lack of understanding of history,
why do you think the Fort Pillow incident, in particular, has
seemed to be forgotten? It seems to be only mentioned briefly, if at
all, in general surveys of the Civil War in history books.
Lentz: I'm not sure it has been forgotten. I think I was given
entirely too much credit for having unearthed an important corner
of the Civil War. Don't forget that one of the books I was looking
at, the memory of which still comes to my mind when 1 try to recall
my first interest in that, was a very popular, nationally published
history of The Life of Nathan Bedford Forest, who I think was a
genuine legend in the South. And one of the half-dozen, dozen of
plates, glossy pictures contained in the text, was a picture of the
Fort Pillow incident. It was not overlooked at the time of the Civil
War and I don't think it's been overlooked since. I think I get far
too much credit for that. It was a very minor military operation, of
almost no consequence. The investigation didn't prove what the
radical Republicans wanted to prove. ITiat's the best assessment 1
can make of that. They never made out of it the sort of political
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capital they anticipated. I think part of the reason they didn't was
the more they investigated it, the more they were confident that
Union commanders in the field wouldn't support the claim that
this was simply a racial atrocity. I think experienced soldiers on
both sides knew what it was like to have soldiers get out of hand in
the course of combat. And I think that the historical record or
account in these various inquiries really didn't produce the kind of
information that anybody wanted to carry much further. But then
again it was a minor military incident in the Civil War, and it was
not the only racial atrocity in the Civil War. It was not the only
atrocity perpetrated on soldiers who were trying to surrender, Black
or White. Again, I think you give me too much credit for having
unearthed something that was overlooked. ITiere was always
something, at least a reference to it, in the books about campaigns
and such. There's even a paragraph back in Bruce Catton's book
Silence at Appomattox, which is about the last year of the war in
Virginia, a completely different theatre. There's even a reference to
that to the Fort Pillow incident.
IIIKA: And what the radical Republicans were trying to do in the
congressional hearings was to paint the southerners as evil perpe
trators?
Lentz: Again, they tried, with reason, and with a substantial
amount of unquestioned moral superiority on their side. That's
something I'm obscure about, as to why it didn't get more political
play than it did. They may not have needed it—that may be part of
the case. Lincoln was re-elected in 1864. They remained in power,
firmly so, the war was being prosecuted to a successful conclusion,
so they had no further use to make of this. But again, I'm not sure
of it.
But it is certainly the case that several Southern commanders
were tried, including William Wertz who was the commander of
Andersonville prison. After the war he was tried and executed and
no charges were ever brought against Nathan Bedford Forest, the
Confederate commander. He was never accused of anything, his
surrender was accepted, and his parole was accepted. So there was
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no further prosecution of this, he was not regarded as a war
criminal, and possibly with cause, I think. There's some evidence
that Forrest was not directly responsible for what his men did.
Forrest's career, as you know, subsequently became, after the war,
identified with the lives of the Ku Klux Klan. But nothing, no
action was ever taken, because of the Fort Pillow incident.
HIKA: I want to ask you a question about the two main characters.
Assuming they had both survived the war, and had lived long and
full lives, what do you think they would have thought of the Civil
War, and the Fort Pillow incident as thirty-year veterans?
Lentz: I can't remember them well enough. 1 don't like my own
writing. I never read it. I can see why Faulkner continued to make
mistakes every time he revisited a plot. That's not false humility,
that's really the way I feel. I mean, nothing that I've ever written
that has found its way into print, nothing that I've ever written at
all, when I looked at it in retrospect, has ever seemed to capture
what I wanted to get down. So, your memory of those characters is
much more vivid than mine.
I suspect, for what it's worth, that a southern planter of the
Confederate officers would probably have found, as was the case
throughout the South, that so much of the myth about the South,
about the Confederate cause immediately in the wake of this
defeat, was a wonderful repository for all of their sense of selfidentification, place, personality and the like. One of the things
that I do believe is that the Civil War brought an end to racial
slavery. I think it liberated the white southerners from ever having
to face what may have been a gruesome history, in the event the
south had won, or racial slavery hadn't been erased by an act of
congress. They may have faced a period of slave revolt. It may have
been an ugly and gruesome period of American history. As it was,
the Civil War was, in some ways, a sort of blessing; the entire
burden of their own responsibility was taken from their shoulders.
And Reconstruction was so badly mismanaged by the northern
government that there used to be a need for someone to blame for
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their fault. And that's when you get all of the tradition of the lost
cause, the stateless banner, the pantheon of unsullied heroes, the
culture that has gone with the wind. I think much of that is pure
myth. At the same time 1 think that people substantially know
themselves better through myths. We don't realize they're myths
because we assume they're true, but that's the way in which we
really know who we are. They are the basic stories by which you
know yourself, explain the world to yourself and you know who you
are. And I think the myth the South received, the myth the South
acheived and it was certainly in figures such as Robert E. Lee and
Jackson, there was certainly a witness for this myth in the South,
almost instantly inherited from the war, the gallant soldier,
outnumbered, who fought with unsurpassed courage and valour
and endurance. A soldiering, by and large, not tainted with any of
the kind of excesses that the Civil War typically have been used to.
Civil wars tend to be the bloodiest of all, and ours really was an
exception to that. The Fort Pillow massacre is really one of the few
genuine atrocities you can point to. There are only a handful, as
compared to the American Revolution. And the South's was a civil
war, principally, and there are numerous examples of that on both
sides. I think that kind of imperishable understanding of one's self
in myth is still alive in many ways in the South. Even when I was
growing up it was an important part of southern culture and 1 think
that veterans instantly found a home in that, in that kind of vision
of themselves, in history.
HIKA: And this was a myth that you think was necessary to get
through the period of Reconstruction?
Lentz: I think the South sort of grew out of that. I think Recon
struction contributed substantially to it because the South was so
impoverished. It was so impoverished by the legislative dictate. I
don't know that anything that I'm talking about was consciously
done, to the degree that it helped anyone rebuild anything, it was
simply the fact of southern culture, I think for a long, long time.
HIKA: This is on a much different plane from what we've been
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calking about but I read Alma Mater about a year ago, and 1
remember your remark about solipsism on the part of many
students here, and I could never quite forget that, so 1 was
wondering what you think the effectors of that are, if that s
indicative of something that will continue, and if it indicates a sort
of lack of curiosity on the part of student life here.
Lentz: 1 think it manifests itself for me more in behavior. Hiat's
the most, or at least, behavior tends to me to be the most dramatic
evidence of this, far more dramatic than evidence of it I find in
student papers, when students aren't perhaps as curious or don t
read as well or haven't read as widely as they used to. The manifes
tation of that in student papers is subtle, much more subtle than
outward behavior, but there are still some striking things. I see
things in student writing that I can't remember ever being taught
not to do. I must have just absorbed it by having read with
imagination. 1 can only assume that when a student doesn t know
that you don't put the period at the beginning of the left margin,
the period ending the sentence has to be on the same line as the
last word of the sentence. I never remember being taught that. I
can only assume that when a student does that, the student really
hasn't read with any kind of imagination. Reading must be kind of
like a forced march through the desert for them, they can't wait to
get through it, you don't want to look at anything you may be
passing on the way. Those are much more subtle, and the kind of
dramatic things I see all the time. I am genuinely astonished at the
number of students at this college who come late to classes. 1 ve
gotten a ferocious reputation about that, although it doesn't seem
to me to be draconian or tyrannical to ask if the students would
extend the respect to me and their fellow classmates not to come
in late. But when I visit other professor's classes to evaluate them,
it's the rare class when somebody doesn't come in late. I've seen
students come in forty minutes late to a fifty minute class. 1 go
back in my mind to being in classrooms at this college, and I could
not have done that. It would never have occurred to me to walk
into a small class like the ones we hold in the seminar room here,
where you open the door behind the professor, to walk into a class
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ten minutes late knowing that it's going to interrupt everything. It
seems to me that there is a kind of solipsism, a self-absorption, some
sort of uncertainty about whether or not other people really exist
that has to be behind that kind of behavior. It can't be simply bad
manners or self-centeredness because you're dealing with faculty
members who have power over your lives, but there is some sort of
assumption that faculty members aren't really human beings with
emotions, memory, witness and the like. And I've sort of, the word
solipsism is what suggests itself to me as the source of that. To
explain it I just get into the same sort of pop psychology that
everybody else does, but just because it's pop doesn't necessarily
mean that some of it may be wrong. The forms of entertainment
you enjoy nowadays, cable television and remote control com
bined, gives you the ability to change the reality that you are
experiencing at whim. The kinds of things that Shakespeare shows
obsessing a king like Lear or Richard II that we identify with the
fact that these monarchs have, throughout their lives, been the
center of the realm, they assume the world is centered around
them and other people exist to give them pleasure. The kind of
power that brought that about is, in some ways, the kind of power
that a modern young person in our culture has in the palm of his or
her hand; to change the television or the air conditioning or create
a compeltely different reality by a walkman or something like that.
I think as well, the forms of entertainment in our culture don't
encourage reading, they encourage a kind of passive receptivity,
rhere s not much demand for the active imagination as opposed to
the passive imagination. I'm persuaded by some of my colleag IK'S
that the fact that so many people, so many young people nowadays
are raised in households where both parents work, and they come
home to empty households and so, for a substantial part of their
day, the part that comes between the end of school and the
beginning of the dinner hour, they really do entertain themselves
when there's not another human being in the house. I think all of
these things probably play. I believe it is on the increase, it really is.
HIKA: When you were talking about characters like King Lear and
other people who believe that the world sort of revolves around
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them, I was reminded of one of the two characters, that struck me
the most in Falling Hills, Bob Perry and John Suttel—and how both
of them seem to see the war, and the people that surround them, as
revolving around themselves and even when Bob Perry is in the
crisis he still does not seem to realize that the Black Union soldiers
are holding his life in his hands. This just does not seem to occur to
him. Even Sittel just seems to believe that the war and the battles
are entertainment for him and that that's excitement all for him.
Lentz: 1 think what I was trying to establish in the figure of the
slave patroller, the man who made his living catching runaway
slaves, is that absolutely arrogant, unthinking sense in dealing with
African-Americans, as a sort of sub-human species that he really
can't take seriously. I think in the figure of the white Tennessee
Unionist, Suttel, 1 was trying to convey something of the sense of
pious resentment—that probably went into it. Because this is his
chance to repay the social order for the way in which it has
separated him or isolated him from the normal rewards that people
of the plantation society then enjoyed. It was a very personal war
for him, and I think that's often the case, but that's one of the
reasons that civil wars tend to be so bloody. It's really is an occa
sion for setting up old vendettas and old scores. And also, the
simple fact is, is that in civil wars you tend to be separated since
the participants tend to be of the same national order. You tend to
be separated by irreconcilable systems of belief or plan or caste or
race. Again the American Civil War is something of an anomaly,
because the soldiers treated each other with far greater respect
than we found in, for example, the Irish rebellion of 1798 or even
the French Civil War, the Russian Civil War, if you want to look at
those, at those experiences, they're quite different in kind, not to
mention what's going on in the former Yugoslavia.
Think again, what I was trying to get at in those two characters
was something slightly different than that in the way in which we
can portray human self-consciousness. I'm instructed by Emerson
and his profound argument that self-consciousness really docs
mean that we inhabit, that the individual inhabits a different
reality than can be extended to any other fact in the world around
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us. We only exist, the self-conscious soul only knows it exists in a
way that it can't quite be confident of with any other appearance in
the world around it. I think that many of the patterns of modern
entertainment in our culture, even modern education, have gone a
long way in enhancing the appearance of the imperial, selfconscious individual mind. And everything else in the world is just
a phenomenon, as Emerson says. Many of the things that have sort
of broken down in our culture, in the cultures of the western world,
for the last couple of hundred years that we've been busy disassem
bling stability of family, class and caste, religious certitude, instruc
tion from grandparents to grandchildren because families lived
together, have been age-old ways of cultures gradually teaching the
self-conscious mind that it isn't finally independent; it's part of a
great web of human existence. I think that, though I'm not calling
for a re-establishment of those things or demanding that people
have to live in the same town they grew up in, but I really think
that's contributed to the increase of this solipsistic sense.
HIKA: Is this connected with the idea of Americans ignoring
history, not teaching is as strongly, along with the influence of
people like Thomas Jefferson who wished that Americans remain
unaware of their history—though on the flip side you're getting
some freedom.
Lentz: Exactly, no question. That's exactly the case since we've
been able to identify ourselves in this country by our freedom. It's
interesting and stimulating to find that in a nation like Britain,
where people define themselves much more by place, we regard
them as sort of hopelessly, indeed a sort of caricature of class and
place, and locale and things like that while they regard America as
a kind of ghastly chaos. And I think that the very fluidity and
mobility of America has enhanced that. So very few of us have
grown up in the same town as our grandparents. Very few of us live
in the same town that our parents live in. I think that kind of
mobility tends to, if you can move your family from Ohio to
California, in a certain kind of way, the landscape around, leave
you with nothing quite as real as yourself or your family. After all,
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you can pick up and move, there are no lessons to be learned from
place or stability. I'm not putting that very well, but to me it's a
certainly a fascinating fact about American culture. 1 think
technological change and science, as well as sociological change in
the last two decades have only enhanced this kind of sense of
mobility and fluidity, and that sense of the autonomy of the soul,
which can tend towards solipsism.
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Amy Rich

The Art of Fixing Shadows
Fingers
like moths' wings
slide across the wall,
Dusting it
with powdery darkness,
slipping under loose wallpaper,
Tearing.
The patterns retreat,
onion-peeled downward,
in concentric outlines of color
laid by many hands.
Shadows of thoughts
chased into layers of wall:
A child peeling through
neon flowers,
An art deco
farm wife's dream
in blue and silver,
The gingerbread of a
grandmother resigned
to her son's home,
Pale ribbons twining
around another girl
in the dark night.
Fingers brush against
rough edges,
Catching,
Releasing.
Scraps pool
beneath the bed.
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Decades
kissing each other's foreheads
As the child's fingernails pit
the wallboards
searching for new layers.
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David Skinner

The Catcher

I

couldn't remember the last time I attended The Alumni Fair.
Hell, I can't remember attending the school. Almost my entire
youth has disappeared from my memory. For all I know I may
have never gone to St. Thomas Acquinas School for Boys. I have
been assured that 1 did, but nevertheless, attending this fair is an
exercise in searching, an excavation that turns up few artifacts.
The center of the fair is a certain game, not wholly unlike some
contests at other fairs. It was certainly influenced by the hit-thetarget'and-sink-some-fat-guy game. However, it lacks that game's
jubilation in winning. Winning this game is a mixed result; for that
matter losing isn't much better. It is called "The Catcher", a name
without fanfare but then again, this seems typical of my alma
mater.
The object of the game is to throw baseballs as fast as you can
at a young boy who is currently attending the school. He is not
without protection; he has a glove, and his objective is to "catch"
the whirling, sometimes recklessly speeding projectile. A man, who
swears we were classmates, told me that one year some students
were very badly hurt. A relative of one of the students responded to
the news with a particular lack of detachment, and the school's
administration was duly harassed to reform the fair. The relative,
an aunt 1 believe, declared the contest inhumane to the student
volunteers. Removing the contest from the fair was not a prospect
any one greeted, but the demand was not considered unreasonable.
My companion said, "Well, you know, everyone thought we
could find some other contest, I mean who cares if everyone has
fun, right?" (This companion of mine gets quite involved in the
school's affairs.) Anyway, the next year, they made a wooden
target, and attached the bull's eye to a whistle that blew when the
bull's eye was hit. This seemingly fair substitute failed to bring in
the immense profits ITie Catcher always grossed. This money
probably doesn't compare with the receipts of a big city fair, or
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even the brownie sales of some schools, but it cut a striking figure
in the school's accounting dramas. I gathered from this man's
description that the next year's fair was no more than a disaffected
stream of people milling without commitment through various
stands that held no interest. "You can't go and take away the
reason they come," he said.
St. Thomas's is a poor ragtag affair, an institution that, com
pared to the pomp and privilege of one of those haughty New
England prep schools or to the severity of code of a military
academy, looked like an orphanage for juvenile delinquents. Ihe
students are in fact orphans, as I am, and they attend the school at
the mercy of the Catholic diocese. The money the school receives
in donations is a pittance barely enough to keep all the students
and lay faculty fed. I can't really say much more about it. As I said,
my memories of attending and living there aren t keen. It was
before the war, that is the great war, or should I say the war to end
all wars, but failed to.
There are eight stands in all where ITic Catcher is played, with
eight emotionally stretched boys standing tensely, sometimes
looking out to the crowd to see if any ringers are on line, but mostly
just staring at their gloves unless a ball is shooting their way. I
walked over to a stand where there was a sizable crowd gathering.
Standing behind a small bevy of wives, I saw the thrower, a man
who is a good ten years younger than me, swinging his arm a hit to
loosen up. As he was readying to continue his spray of fastballs, he
told the catcher that he once was standing right where the kid
stood, catching fastballs from men twice his size (which would have
to be a record of some sort.)
The kid looked strained, harried. Sweat streamed along the
lines of his long and unkempt hair, which was, slapdash, stuffed
beneath a baseball cap so he could see. He looked down at the
ground, obviously feeling helpless. The man yelled out, Hey, don t
you trust me? What's wrong with you kid?" ITe crowd s interest
grew. No one was annoyed by the alumni, nor with the kid. rhc
game's "strange psychology" as 1 heard someone describe it, was all
the more captivating when the personalities of the players got
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involved. As if it was the most natural thing to do in the situation,
the man took his last five balls in his hands, holding two in his right
and three in his left, to avoid losing any time between throws. And
with a might that displayed extraordinary effort on his part, he
powerfully whipped all five balls in tight succession. Using a sort of
halfwind'Up that pitchers use when a man on base threatens to
steal, his large frame moved quickly and deftly. The throws were all
caught, each one quickly released from the glove to make room for
the next. The kid's face never lost its fatalistic expression. The
man, however, obviously saw a courage in his work he thought
parallel to his own courage as a catcher when he was a student.
Many years before, probably the last time 1 came, 1 thought I
saw one of the students get wounded pretty badly. The other
students threw down their gloves and ran over to the thrower and
assaulted him. Some felt this violence warranted a good beating,
but overall, there was little reaction among the people who might
settle such a dispute, the more respected alumni for instance, or
the school's officials. I myself don't remember feeling indignant,
which makes sense. 1 consider it one of my few bits of wisdom to
not judge another's claim of justice. Besides, the fight itself, which
was eventually broken up, or perhaps the students just got tired,
didn't last long, and no one was hospitalized or anything. It seemed
part of the contest, and not without the same "strange psychology"
as the first part, where the balls are thrown and caught, or not.
I bid goodbye to my "old classmate", and made a donation on
my way out. I left with a vague sense of satisfaction, of continuity.
The exercise in memory loss was complete. The image of a couple
of nuns standing at the gate waving goodbye struck me as more
familiar than anything else. I looked forward to the long drive
ahead of me, for it would give me time to think, to wonder what it
was like to be a boy, to be young with the whole world against me.
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The Kenyon College
Bookstore
In the Bookstore

Up front, in the corner, we sit in armchairs,
reading letters from those who have left us here
and it's warm beside the toasters.
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